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mortal wound upon the country, not so much that Nanking was
fulfilling its role with either great efficiency or great success but
because it was better than anything that had gone before it and
was tolerably well rooted.   It is far too common a habit amongst
the foreigners in China to claim that nothing has been accom-
plished.   It is not true.    Materially much has been done in the
face of immense difficulties.    The visitor to China, in spite of
the anarchy that exists in so many provinces, cannot but be
surprised at what he finds, and with the courtesy he meets with.
If in Shanghai this is not always the case it is not at all certain
that the blame always rests with the Chinese.   Where they have
so far failed is in their central administration, but in many other
directions much has been done.   The country is still in a politi-
cally chaotic condition but it is neither wise nor true to deny
that progress has been made.   The Chinese have for years past
been the victims not so much of the inequality of treaties as they
have been the victims of inequality of treatment.    Many of the
disadvantages from which the foreigner is suffering to-day in
China are the result of the seed sown by his predecessors, and
in many cases by himself.   Happily at Peking the relations are
good and race prejudice scarcely exists.   East and West acknow-
ledge the other's good qualities and are discreetly silent as a
rule about their bad ones.   That the Chinese of Shanghai are
in the mass anti-foreign in their sentiments is only natural.    It
would be difficult for them to be anything else, although the
security many of them enjoy, by living in the Concessions, is
entirely due  to  the  presence of Europeans,  Americans  and
Japanese.    I do not mean to infer that it would be either wise
or safe to do away with exterritoriality until the Chinese Govern-
ment have proved their capacity to administer justice and ensure
law and order, but there is no doubt that the results of the
contact' between the two races could be infinitely improved by
a little more consideration on both sides.    If the coolie is at
times inclined to be truculent the foreigner is seldom free of
arrogance, and often arrogance of an aggressive kind, in his
treatment of the Chinese,    There is litde doubt that while
Shanghai has practically been the source of China's commercial
wealth it has also been the source of a great deal of the friction
and ill-feeling between East and West that unfortunately exist.
The Chinese resent the treatment they far too often receive from
the ill-mannered foreigner and their resentment is not facilitating
the good relations and understanding that should exist—and

